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E1 : images and parallels 

Information comes and goes in bits. In archaeology, as most elsewhere, visual bits are favourite: not 
everything, as in painting - though just about everything can be visually demonstrated - but just atiout the 
t>est. Do we make the best use of ttiem? 

Image analysis is as okl as vertebrate life . It twgan with the first image of mud in the lamprey's eye - or 
strictly the second, which couW be compared with the first. It was unimportant, a newly evolving extra 
sensor of danger - danger signalled by visible changes in the environment. But soon it took over In most 
developing organisms. In humans it has become the most highly sensitive and refined experiential 
mechanism. 

This is hardly ever appreciated or utilised properly. Even in cobur matching and pattern recognition it still 
attracts an aura of intuitive mystique. The comparative aspect is so integral it remains hidden. So does the 
way we over-adapt - read eg Wallach (1985) : If you can still tmst your own eyes after that, start again; if you 
cant, that's good - read on. 

Much research is sheer visual comparison. Nearly all of this is sequential in space or even (worse kick) in 
time We have to look at one image, and then at the next - or even compare it with another we rememtjer 
we saw, some time ago... There is a k>t of compensatnn and we get used to accepting much compromise - 
and are glad to forget atx>ut it. 

The only really valid check is tmly coincident comparison. This, again, is so much part of the routine in 
certain fields - such as forensk; examinatkjn (txjilet mar1<s), range finding, and analysis (graticules and 
microdensltometers) - it escapes attentkin. In other contexts like archaeology It is so rare - how often does 
even Grant the Enlarger get used that way? - that it still has a great sotiering effect when it is not downright 
disastrous: it shows up our mennory and destroys confidence. But cheer up - help is at hand. 

Anything eye can do - and quite a kit eye can't - film can do better. 

Sending pictures instantly by phone is cheap and easy (eg Simpson 1982) And now you can make, 
reduce or enlarge instant and adequate transparent xerox copies of photographs, even in colour. 
(Existing drawings will of course do, too - but they had to be measured, and ttiat's no longer to be 
encouraged!). Overlay them, and you have equally instant and fully reliable direct comparison, there for 
the making. 

Comparology studies the actual process of comparison. It explores tfie limits and errors, object and 
subject relativity, physiological and psychologcal constraints, etc. Its professional code requires the 
validation of every comparison in these temis. There are optimum designs and unexpected spin-offs: 
Some overlays instantly convey (Fig 1); others can confuse (Fig 2); two similar images next to each other 
may be 'overlaid' by squinting- minor differences in form(and colour) then become enhanced (Fig 3). 
Curiously, two identk:al strongly coloured images - eg when projected on adjacent, Mentical fk;he readers - 
if thus superimposed, produce a spurious illusion of 3-Depthl 

Such DIY overtay is the easy and direct way and so far much cheaper and quicker for sfwrt runs (Figs 4-8). 
But when you have to compare a thousand ships, pots (cf Lindsey et al., Orion, this vol.) or key outlines, or 
component histograms, or concentration curves or wear patterns, or X-radiographs or hut plans - each with 
each - life suddenly seems much too short. Luckily, again (as you well know), the key(board) to your 
release is before you Adequate digitising systems are now in common use for transforming tioth still and 
nxiving, 2-D and 3-D, pknorial input straight into machine-processable data(see Wilcock & Coombes, 
Laflin, Lindsey et al., Graham etc. this vol.:also eg Fig 20 bebw, and Hawker et al.1981). You are free - 

ever let the fancy roam 
the computer will mind home... 
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Figure 2:  Specialist  surveys:  top.  singly:  bottom,   overlaid. 
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figtm i Designs on hlcc almo5t biit not quit« kitmtical. 

comparison In these terms There are optimum designs and unexpected 
spln-otfs Some overlays instantly convey meaning (Fig 1). others can confuse 
(Fig 2) Two similar images next to each other may be overlaid l)y squinting, 
minor dlMercnces in (orm and colour then become enhanced (Fig 3) Curiously, 
(wo identical strongly coloured images, when projected on adjacent identical 
microfiche readers. It superimposed by squinting, produce a spurious illusion 
of   3-D' . . -,.^^ , 

Such OlY overlay Is the easy and direct way of comparison and so far much 
cheaper and quicker for short runs as illustrated In Figures 4 - e. but when 
you have to compare a thousand: ships, pot«, key outlines, component 
histograms, concentration curves, wear patterns. X-radlographs or hut plans each 
wflh each: life suddenly seems much too short (see LIndsey; Onon this volume) 
Luckily, as we all know, the key(board) is before us. Adequate digitising systems 
are now In common use (or transforming both still and moving. 2-D and 3-0. 
pictorial input straight into machlne-processable data (Blek et al 1981; Graham: 
Laf lin:   LIndsey:  Wllcock & Coombes this volume)      You are free: 

ever to let the fancy  roam 
•he computer now will  mind home 

For various reasons we shall want actually to watch this comparison process 
(Fig 9) for some time to come, but It Is not really necessary We could just 
gel on with the real archaeology or conservation Instead 
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Figure  4'   Same  scale  overlay  showing   range  o<  villa   size 
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Figure   5    Same   scale  overlays  of  varialions   in  standard  villa   plans. 
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Figure 8: Infra-red curves of residue from potsherd compared and overlaid with 
starch  for  reference. 
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Figure  9-   3-D  hlstoarams  of  olass comoosltions 
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For various reasons we shall want actually to watch this comparison(Fig 9) for some time to come. But it is 
no longer necessary - we could really get on with the real archaeology or conservation or whatever, 
instead... 

E2-or-3D? 

It was perhaps inevitable, but most unfortunate, that archaeology followed architecture and geology in 2-D 
recording. Digging and cutting everything up into plans and sections is an honourable tradition hard to 
unlearn. But this, too, Is now possible. Even systems analysis has shown that it Is not only possible but 
also Imperative and urgent. We do everything with one eye covered up! All we need is to (re-)enter 
another (very familiar) dimension. Two eyes are better than one. This is always true, and always important. 
But in some places and cases it is vital - and in archaeology their number just keeps on growing once 
you've seen the difference (Fussell 1982)! 

Our dual-channel video capacity is, again, such a normal function that we are normally unaware of it. 
Conversely, any modification of normal vision is unwelcome and resented - at first. Yet all that is really 
required is a change of focus - strictly, an unfamiliar separation of foci. A good practice ground is the 
regular pattern of holes on insulation board. Next time you're waiting in a phone tx)oth, screw a piece of 
paper into a hole level with your eyes (to mart« it) and then squint it in two. Hold it! Slowly squint further and 
see how many empty holes you can put between the two papered ones'..!? Hold it again! Return to 
normal vision slowly...then start again...- and so on until saved by the bell. Or stick a pin into a regular 
woven pattern and... 

Now prepare to view a stereo pair. You just do the same but because you have two, to start with, you can 
squint them into one. (It's actually three, but ignore the outer two and concentrate on the central one.) 
Explore the depth in the top pair of Figure 10 - from the plinth in the foreground, to the columns in the 
middle distance, to the trees and clouds in the background. Hold this fusion! Then move swiftly down the 
page - from 'full' walls down to empty ground level - and back up again. 

[You can of course do all this without squinting if you use a pocket stereoscope. But by the time you've 
freed yourself of the need, as you have just done, it will almost feel like cheating. Anyway it's much easier 
to do without. Remember that you may get a weaker image with a 'scope from these figs, because your 
eyes ('normally') cross on squinting so that 'left' and 'right' images have here tmen intentkinally reversed 
throughout(Adams 1979).) 

That exemplifies total stereo-recording. H applies right across the archaeotogteal fieW - from various aerial 
and general views (Figs 11 & 12) to flint microwear (see eg Van Noten 1968); from complicated wall 
pattems (Fig 13) to intricate modelling in nnetallic decoration (Figs 14 & 15) and restless re-entrant surfaces 
in nxjulded stonework (Fig 16); and of course from skeletons (Fig 17) to bogmen (Fig 18; see also Vannier 
et al. 1984), and even to X-rads of artefacts, excavated (Fig 19) or buried (Nylen 1978), right down to 
electronmicrographs of metal surfaces (Fig 20). 

It's really no good talking about it: it's just another of those personal discoveries which needs to be 
individually sought and found (see also Blek 1984). Above all, you need to look. Better still, do it! 
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Figure  10   Stereo pairs ot remains and orogress of excavations In abbey church 
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Perspective  Centre    y 

Negative  plane 

Figure   21 • 

ESSENTIAL  DIMENSIONS   IN   STERFO-PHOTQQRAMMETRY 

For Stereo Viewing only recommended ratio B/D - g' ~ -Jo 
1   1 

" Stereo measurement and plotting recommended ratio B/D = -^ - -^ 
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All you do is to 'Take Two'(Fig 21 ;Lindsey et al.1981). Two pictures, too, are better ttian one {if you've 
only got one camera lens) - two lenses are better than one (whether on one camera or, much better, on 
two). If you want to monitor progress, double up with Polaroid for instant checks (eg Carver 1983). On the 
dig, Take Two of every significant level. Remember the first law of comparology : 

Plus ca reste la même chose •""     „ 
Plus ca change... 

(or, the more that remains the same, the more easily you can spot a   change - as most elegantly 
displayed by the standard 'flicks'   routine of astronomers and surveillance operatives alike!) 

So camera (tripod) positions need to be fixed - for any 'time lapse' sequence of pairs - or at least accurately 
returned to after each inten/ening absence (elsewhere on site, or overnight). Number and L or R plates in 
each shot make life much easier. If you absolutely want to measure, also put in adequate ranging rod/rule 
markers. 

There are two fundamental differences between trad, and stereophototal recording. First, since it's all for 
comparison (with similar previous and future records) actual field measurement becomes unnecessary - 
but if you insist see Bowyer 1981, Martin 1982, for ways which make even that easier. Only integral scaling 
is needed. This again, like squinting, is difficult for folks to accept. Drawing has hitherto been the basic 
form of published illustration, requiring rigidly controlled horizontal plans and vertical sections. And that is 
the second point: no drawing, no plans or secttons, means no rigid area or trench excavation; instead, 
diagonal digging - free to follow any dipping ditch-fill, rolling rampart or weaving wall. 

Obviously this provides opportunities for complete ('diagonal') rethinking and consequent changes in the 
actual course and technique of digging. The freedom gained, mutually, both in digging and recording, is 
immense. Only a minor constraint remains in the need to rrrave wori< fonward - or rather downward • at the 
same rate over a sectional area 'if overall shots are to show a (relatively) complete contemporary surface at 
each level. Special visual conventions will be needed for pits and other later disturbances, but otherwise 
the method is particularly suited also to deep and narrow, cramped urban excavation. 

E 3; stereovlew and Laservision 

You now have a primary archive of 35 mm colour stereo-pairs. A DIY versbn of viewing uses a Baird-type 
stagger-slotted wheel, spun in front of two kJentical slide projectors showing a stereo-pair accurately 
superimposed on the same field of a standard screen. An electronic flip-flop shutter pair provides a more 
refined method. (The same technique can of course be used tor 'flicks' type comparison.) Alternate 'right' 
and 'left' images appear on the screen at a suitable rate for the brain to merge them into a single 3-D view. 
This can then be video-looped. 

Where a sequence or series of sequences is particulariy significant such strings (of, say, 10-second stills) 
may be similariy joined. Indeed, a pair of video cameras would, under suitable conditions, provide a far 
superior, auto-monitoring routine for direct field recording. A given tape sequence can be edited in Ixith 
directions showing, first, excavation going down and then, in reverse, the (original) build-up of levels and 
structures (cf Fig 10). Present broadcasting frequencies impose limitations on transmission, requiring 
viewers to wear a pair of liquid crystal glasses in phase with the interlaced stereo-pair ( Robinson & Sood 
1981 ; Harris et al. 1984). 

X 

cor.voyor\^\ /j^^_,ro!o(or „t;«c( .. 7^      X.>. (Ç'^7 .V^ 

cameras 
kicker 

processor pri>c8sior 

Figure  22    Layout of  a  round-bottle-insoector  type  system  adaoted  for  artefact 
recording      (After  Price   (1979)   Glaslechnische   Berichten   52-   Fia    5) 
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The ultimate form of archive, with immense retrieval performarKe and and interactive potential, is clearly the 
Laservision disc (Philips 1985; Acom 1985). Transferred either directly from transparencies or by any 
combination of the techniques mentioned, any single still or sequence of the whole stereo-record for a 
number of excavations could l>e random-accessed in a few seconds on either side. Together both sides 
can hold over 100,000 frames. The disc is 'played' optically by a laser 'needle' with rxD nxjving parts or 
physical contact - and hence no wear • involved in pick-up. Apart from the direct excavation record and 
corresponding visual cover for artefacts at all stages of conservation, solid modelling of conjectural 
reconstruc1ions(Bowyer et al.1985; Woodwar1( & Bowyer 1986; Galton 1985; Geomod & Geoview 1985) 
and other forms of graphics output from data analysis can be video'd and (ultimately) loaded straight onto 
disc. But what really amounts to a further dimension of the system is that its data can be managed from a 
home micro. 

E 4: other view-formats 

Before this aspect is considered some other methods of data capture and storage deserve a mention. As 
a cheap, intermediate and/or complementary parallel archive, easily copied and distributed, 
stereo-microfiche is certain to find an increasing use developing from the cun'ent application in 
colour-mono (eg Microform 1985). An alternative with different attributes is hobgraphy, actually available 
now in an equally cheap and disseminable form (Holofax 1985). One of the (incidenlal) great advantages of 
this form of record is that any 'impression' (mould, die) can be transformed into the 'cast'- and a complex 
stnjcture (skull) viewed from the 'insWe' - merely by fuming the hotogram up and over! Also, a certain 
amount of magnification Is feasible - by inserting a lens between the spot light and the hologram! 

As yet Holofax lacks full colour but this, also, has now been achieved (Bazargan 1985). Computerisation of 
holograms is still a somewhat esoteric activity but it has definitely arrived If you put the great speed of 
TV-holography (ESPI) with the enormous memory of videotape you get so much nxire than is dreamt of in 
their separate philosophies (Winther 1985). Even an undenwater holographic camera is under 
development (Watson & Britton 1985). 

Some adaptation of the kind of 'conveyor tielt' scanning unit in common industrial use, such as the'round 
txjttle inspector'CRBI', see eg Fig 22: after Prfce 1979), to provide an automatic continuous primary 'mass 
record' of the great ftood of small finds, is worth exptoring. Another fascinating prospect (British Telecom 
1983B) is the transfer of Ordnance Survey maps onto Laserdisc. Ultimately this must develop into a fully 
3-D visualisation of the actual terrain from SPOT ( eg Dorset! et al. 1984), instantly and universally 
accessible, and overiayable on TVDU with geological, geophysical, soil and other specialised survey data 
(NOAA 1985)- as well as specific location and distribution maps, with zoom Ijetween any scales. 

Perhaps this is the place just to mention the fourth dinnension. It is clear, even from watching 2-D moving 
pictures, that an extra capability within the mind's observational powers is brought into play as soon as 
there is movement - especially when it is not our own H's the old lamprey reflex to danger  But even when 
the whole picture moves - because we do or the camera takes us - the extra dimension of time is 
expressed directly and very powerfully.lt is only continuous recomputation, of the position of every 
significant point within our field of view, that keeps us (quite literally) in touch. 
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Because it started to happen long before we actually knew what we were doing, we may in many cases not 
be aware of it even now - until we notice that, at a certain point, something goes missing   Surely we could 
see thatlrace of a wall' there, as we were walking atong? But when we come to photograph it - even in 
stereo - we just can't denronslrale it to anyone! 

So: stowly, ever so slowly, but quite surely, we need to start thinking ahead, to the lime when normal 
practice will include not only the stereoview but also the movie, and ultimately the stereo-movie, as a matter 
of course. But that is another story 

L1 : interaction and expert systems 

At whatever stage of the available image data bank, the interactive capability of even a small rnicm is so far 
beyond present expkjration as to be for practk»! purposes unlimited  The most relevant and mind-leasing 
appfcation currently and easily accessible is the new exhibition Treasures of the Earth' in London at the 
Geotogical Museum (Mercer 1985)   The totally visual data bank is on a Laserviskin disc, with video text on 
associated audio-channel. Linked with each physical exhibit is an anay of interactive sequences which can 
be interrogated in different ways by visitors with different directtons and levels of interest   The 
devetopmeni of this principle has been of great concern to a number of educational researchers for some 
time and several types of linked multilevel programs are available (eg Beech 1983; Heaford 1983; Parsloe 
1984) The impact on (particulariy) archaeological teaching - or rather learning - will undoubtedly be 
metamorphic! 

A National Interactive Video Centre has been established (NIVC 1985) with broadly based support. The 
latest developments may be discussed and tried out there with assistance at all levels. As was pointed out 
some time ago (eg Biek 1974) one of the major benefits of studying computers has turned out to be the 
direct feedback into improving the human learning machine. But there is clearly also an equal reverse ftow 
into machine learning. Once this symbiotic relationship has been fully accepted the continuing reflections 
will, laser-like, not only immensely enhance human capacity for learning but also create a hitherto 
unimaginably powerful machine thinking tool (cf Ryan; Todd et al. this vol.) 

The link between this and the basic data capture/storage facility is made more efficient, sophistfcated and 
elegant by expert systems (eg Biek et al 1981). Some advances for archaeotogy have been made in this 
direction but as for interactive Laserdisc programs, and because of the difficulties detailed by Wilcock(this 
vol.), this field remains very largely unexptored   Some existing projects, like the Nattonal Bronze Age 
Implement Index, are clearly crying out for the treatment. 

The process can be fanned out along all specifk; lines of enquiry, but perhaps an equally great benefit will 
arrive - once again in reverse - as a more general wave front. The still new discipline of archaeology is still 
trying to find Hself.   Once the process of transferring knowledge from domain specialists to expert bases 
has begun, the very questions and progressive development of the activity itself will inevitably clarify the 
underlying concepts and structures. 

But if as Hedges (1980) has argued there is an essential difference between the'hierarchical' and 'holistic' 
natures of 'Science' and Archaeology', then it is not only the model, or the 'metaphor*. of the one that is 
inappropriate to the other  The very 'logic' of (after all, 'scientific') computer 'reasoning' will need to be 
modified to take account of the 'central concern' of humanistk; knowledge with Man in the totality of his 
cultural experience. 
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While we are gauging the limits and relationships of archaeological knowledge, the necessary 
modifications to standard corrputer logic will, again inevitably, become apparent. Paradoxically, we may 
need to go well into and beyond the fuzzy domain to reach that infra-structure for archaeology which most 
of us, including SERC, are impatiently waiting for. 

L2:LE0SPEX 

A start has been made on a picJorial diagnosis system for semi- and non-artefaclual «ma» finds and 
fragments. Apart from its immediate use, it is also meant to encourage other workers to deposit their 
specialised experierx:e cumulatively in this way and is intended, eventually, to merge with ttie total 
analytical system envisaged as part of the LERNIE concept. At the same time instant linkages will t>e 
formed with the excavatcn archive, and growth will be monitored by a 'shell' of the kind of 
'sell-f)rogramming programs' and 'link-seeking routines' described by Mk;hie{1982), Michie & Johnston 
(1985) and Shapiro (1981). to develop the system's learning capability as it grows. 

Serially numbered colour stereo-pairs, including multiple views where necessary, are videotaped in 
random sequence. The equivalent of 15-20,000 specimens in still pairs is accommodated on one skJe of a 
Laserdisc In this context, where user compensation is inevitably minimal, the photography must tie 
exceptionally faithful. Each specimen is classified broadly (Fig 23) arxJ the pattern is further developed 
from other properties until a type identifcatkjn is reached whteh is linked to the unique serial numtjer. 

Input into the data bank is by screen-touch; only the reference label needs to be typed in. The 
screen-board acts both as a prompter and as an illustration of the range of material since the pfctorial frames 
show actual specimens  At any stage of both input and output - which in effect run on the same program - 
there is both zoom, and linkage with all other specimens of the character pattern at that level, available for 
direct visual comparison. 

The diagnostk; search may be conducted along two main routes, or a combination of them: 1. for a totally 
strange specimen, a sequence of selective prompting questions based on the actual programming path is 
followed step by step (the kjng hard way!); 2. hunches may be spot-checked by calling up an image by 
number through the alphatietical type index. Intermediate scenarios are offered by the inherent links at 
varkjus levels. Sometimes one of the reference images could prompt a memory or line of search 
Otherwise a 'rapkJ scan' may just strike lucky, or offer a clue. Selection/response is by screen-touch 
througtwut   Ultimately, again, there will be a fully automatic search facility based on the pfctorial 
characteristics and linked to a sequence of simple robotests   But the system's most exciting and 
unforeseeable facet is its generation of new links and 'compourxl interest' type of progression into 'new 
knowledge'. 

RNIE : other bits - human and synthetk; 

The remaining segments (Fig 24) are doing very well in other contexts, thank you, mainly in the 
development of increasingly rapid and comprehensive data management, txrt also in the more palatable 
(and in the end totally) visual ways of presenting the results of data analysis(eg Fig 25; NIVC 1985; 
Bayard-White 1985; Heyworth forthcoming: see also Fig.9 above; Atkins 1985; Woolley 1985; Ledbetter 
& Cox 1985: Alvey 1985 See also McNett 1981, Acom 1985; Pluto 1985). So here again - and this, after 
all. was what triggered LERNIE off - we are moving towards histograms of specialist activity, pyramkte of 
degrading agencies (eg Biek 1963). distribution maps of resource gaps, and piecharts of areas of 
research. 
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Figure   24:   The   structural   formula   of   LERNIE 

It will have become obvious that this comprehensive 'inner-peripheral' view has a direct bearing on all the 
various considerations involved in this Conlerence   It underlines the inadequacy of the Harris matrix, and 
the importance of simulation in pottery studies; It embraces fuzzy logic and it illustrates the hurran 
implications of the accelerating developments in computer usage - especially as they affect thinking and 
learning, education and training • and 'literacy': the very word begs the question! 

Here it is vital to recall that, parlicularfy in archaeology, the only really effective leaching' is by 
demonstration and example, arxl interactive video is ideally suited to both. Even more crucial is our 
fundamental attitude to recording and publication. As demonstrated above, they are deeply 
interdependent   Both are now qualitatively and quantitatively inadequate. As this comes to be more 
generally accepted we need, now, to start changing direction, however gradually   Archaeology can lollow 
current scientific practice and embrace the concept of on-line publication (Laveli this vol.; ASLIB 1985; 
Lock 1985; Gibbins 1984). But by its very 3-D nature it is particularly suited to move out ahead, straight into 
the kind of direct single-step record-retrieve multi-optive stereo-video system now available. When you 
think about it, with or without systems analysis, it's just plain common sense! 

The synthesis ('Level 4') can be successfully compressed into directly expressive tables and charts etc (eg 
Fraser 1983) with a miniscule bit of Videotext where absolutely insisted upon   Important issues of more 
general interest can be fully ventilated by video-conferencing (British Telecom 1985A) Ultimately this will 
all be done instantly and individually, as it is by phone today, with or without optional audience participation 
and recording, by the kind of tunning gtobal videotogue we watch on TV and US research workers are 
already using all the time Two unimaginable incidental bonuses of such a living vWeo data bank are instant 
availability of new material and total lack of language barriers. 

Here, most clearly, 'he human implcattons are uppermost - as of course they shoukj be throughout   Set 
against this great release lor the questing spirit must be an equally great effort of creative foresight. For 
one thing, we need really to consent to this manifest general movement away from the written word and 
drawn illustratton in books, as a method of data transfer, and towards the digitised image - and that means, 
patently, not only away from all activities related to normal report/book production by prirrting, but also away 
from normal site planning and even normal photography, and towards electronic cameras, stereo-video 
data management, artificial intelligence and Laserviston  The effects of such realignment rrxjst be 
provided lor at this incipient 'design' stage 

Another factor is even more deeply personal. '"•    • 

There Is no doubt all this will work but it can only do so, financially or any other wise, by the general 
co-operation of irxlivkJuals. It actually induces collaboratkjn but it also requires the submergence of 
individual priority in the pooling of experience and resources. And that is very difficult to take - it is perhaps 
the overriding human problem, though lor at least 2000 years now it has been shown to be perfectly 
soluble. We all look at things Irom slightly different angles, fortunately txjt inevitably, and we still see 
ourselves in a competitive jungle where you have to hack through others' verbiage to gain light lor your 
own But one woman's myth is another man's raison and we have, after all, got used to looking at the same 
TV frame or microfield, even ü on separate monitors or VDU's, at least at the same lime. 
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Thal 'rapid scan' shows the absunfity most dearly. Even without doing a systems analysis on systems 
analysis we are pierced by this laser vision: we've got our priorKies fack-to-bront! The primary aim is always 
assumed to be cost-eflectiveness.   But is it? We are energised by the prophet motive, not the profit 
motive, in this field. If we transfer commercial concepts into H we get shunted down some irrelevant dark 
tunnel and totally diverted from our real aim. Which is to discover the detailed structures of our ancestral 
societies and the relationships Ijetween ttiem, and to communicate our findings directly and reliably to our 
fellows and ttxise who follow We need to find out how best we can do this, before we start to consider 
how we can best pay for K. 

LERNIE : the final reckoning 

When we do come seriously to consider this we find It can be done easily enough  If we add together all 
the surveying, planning, section and other drawing, illustrating, manual data analysis, report drafting, 
typing, checking, typesetting, proof-reading, printing and distribution costs • not forgetting all the waiting 
time, from trench (planning hold-ups) to press (proofs), and weighting for waiting, but generously not 
counting non-quantHiable frustration energy-loss - and add up the lot so spent of last year's # 10 million 
odd, we're in for a pleasant shock: We could have done it all the stereo-video way instead and had enough 
left over to pay all the volunteers a living wage! 

And that is not counting all the hidden savings in time, energy and (here particularly) frustration - never 
shown on balance sheets - due directly to instant and direct access to comparative material in colour 3-D 
pictures and without language bamers, not to mention consequent avoidance of rrxjltiplication the wortd 
over (eg Biek 1974). 

So let's forget about the real worid - after all, it Is we wfx> really make it by winning over quangoes and 
finance officers to share our vision  What we need specifically are seminars and (eltowships to examine the 
developments of communication tools in other fields - especially such as that other bigger and outer kind 
of space research - and creatively to integrate them for our purposes  And what we, like all other 
multidisciplinary disciplines, need overall is a continuing, informed and committed polylogue - free from 
traditional prejudiced and time-locked 'decisions', 'straight' (vertical) thinking, preconceived 'aims', 
pompous 'policies', bogus 'deadlines', fake 'cash limits', hyped estimates, fumbled 'earmart<ing' and all the 
rest of the hung-over catchwords (objectives, strategies, targets, tactics ..) of the classical pre-high-tech 
administrators' make-believe vocatiulary. 

Instead, a progressively devetoping, supremely flexible, changing-course capability (Biek 1974) will allow 
constant and instant response to the ever accelerating changes in stimuli ar>d conditions which are 
threatening us - a facility akin to the homing agility of missile seekers, the panic reflex of the Slock 
Exchange or the evasive action of banks. 

So what have we got? (Dr Johnson wouk) agree there's no need to dangle a noose - talking to the 
computer concentrates the mind wonderfully, too. But actually why computer', now? Its really a data 
sorter - the contractton, 'darter*, is very apt ) We've got total cover and a general cyclic flow of colour 3-D 
video infonnation, bits and strings and sequences and things, and we've got it lor less than were 
spending now (Fig 26). It's all a bit like surfing: we can't really control H any rrwre than we can the sea, only 
learn to recognise the tides in the affairs of men and use them creatively Yet it can be done, and done 
most beautifully. And it is an acquirable skill. But it needs the use of all our imaginative powers and the 
concentration of all our faculties - 

i, see past life Steadily ."' 
and see it whole... 

As always, we have the most cost-effective system - of fitting our partcular bits into ttie overall mosaic of 
the way we are and what we can become - without actually trying   Its only a beginning, but «'s there for all 
to share, straightaway. We say it with pictures and it's all on disc. As a spin-off, we shall also get good at 
seeing and directly corrparing two different 3-D images at the same time - one double-take in each naked 
eye. Its all in the mind. 
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